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DO METEOROLOGISTS 
SUPPRESS THUNDERSTORMS? 
Radar-Derived Statistics and 
the Behavior of Moist Convection 
BY MATTHEW D . PARKER AND JASON C . KNIEVEL 
Reflectivity statistics from the WSR-88D network shed light on storms' behavior 
and reveal that meteorologists' hometowns probably are not the weather holes 
that many believe them to be. 
Most meteorologists are acquainted with the no-tion of a weather hole—that is, a place that re-ceives less exciting weather than does its sur-
roundings. Exciting weather takes many forms, but 
when people use the term weather hole, they tend to 
mean a place that thunderstorms often barely miss, or 
near which approaching storms often dissipate. For this 
paper, that is the meaning we adopt. 
In our experience, many meteorologists and lay 
weather enthusiasts genuinely believe that they live in 
weather holes, and this belief, almost without fail, 
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY 
seems to stem from countless hours spent gazing at 
displays of radar reflectivity. We have generally pre-
sumed that such people simply relish thunderstorms, 
are memorably disappointed whenever storms miss 
them, and erroneously conclude that their locations are 
subject to some kind of meteorologic disfavor. 
The recent availability of multiple years' worth of 
national radar composites f rom the Weather 
Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) network 
makes it possible to address objectively, if not 
definitively, whether meteorologists appear to live in 
weather holes and whether such an appearance is 
physical or artificial. 
M O T I V A T I O N . Although friendly hallway debate 
about weather holes perhaps does not constitute a 
pressing scientific problem, meteorologists' seemingly 
common belief that they live in weather holes suggests 
that the statistical behavior of moist convection is 
poorly understood. If moist convection is somewhat 
erratic—often dissipating, reforming, and moving 
nonlinearly—then an observer should expect upstream 
thunderstorms to strike any single location far less fre-
quently than they strike anywhere else but that single 
location. To paraphrase Grazulis (2001) in his commen-
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tary on the probability of tornado strikes, "there" en-
compasses much more area than "here" does. 
Our study is an effort to satisfy our curiosity about 
rumored weather holes while simultaneously testing a 
few simple methods of constructing climatographies 
of connective echoes using the comparatively new, and 
readily available, data from the WSR-88D network. In 
the future, radar-based climatographies may prove to 
be very powerful, important tools for forecasting thun-
derstorms and for quantifying the risks that thunder-
storms pose to society. But, before that potential is re-
alized, limitations in the WSR-88D network must be 
better documented and mitigated. 
B A C K G R O U N D . Thunderstorms are defined by 
their lightning and thunder, and it was upon observa-
t ions of t h u n d e r t ha t r e sea rche r s based ear ly 
climatographies of thunderstorms in the United States 
(e.g., Harrington 1894; Alexander 1915; Changery 1981; 
Dai 2001 a,b). Before 1893, precipitation had to accom-
pany thunder to warrant an official thunders torm 
report, but this is no longer true (Humphreys 1920). 
In the last few decades, lightning has been used very 
successfully for thunderstorm climatographies, owing 
to the regional and nat ional detect ion ne tworks 
established starting in the 1980s (e.g., Reap 1986; 
Orville 1987; Reap and MacGorman 1989; Orville and 
Huffines 2001), and to satellite-borne instruments such 
as the Lightning Image Sensor (e.g., Christian et al. 
1999) and Optical Transient Detector (e.g., Boccippio 
et al. 2001). 
The remaining methods of identifying or, at least, 
inferring thunderstorms rely on clouds and precipita-
tion as proxies for lightning and thunder. Spreading 
cirrus tops of anvil clouds have been used as markers 
in satellite-based climatographies (e.g., Banta and 
Schaaf 1987). Hail has also been used, but standard 
Na t iona l W e a t h e r Service hail r epo r t s great ly 
underrepresent thunderstorms (Court and Griffiths 
1981; Witt et al. 1998) and may be biased toward se-
vere thunderstorms, which are distributed differently 
from the total population of thunderstorms (Wallace 
1975). Rain, on the other hand, has proven quite use-
ful for thunderstorm climatographies. Although rain-
fall alone is not a reliable discriminator among con-
vective modes, rainfall rate can be. Rainfall rates 
inferred from radar reflectivity, in particular, are ex-
tremely useful for constructing climatographies of thun-
derstorms. Until recently, researchers relied primarily 
on manually logged reflectivity (e.g., Byers and Braham 
1949; Falconer 1984; Michaels et al. 1987; Matthews and 
Geerts 1995). Now, in the United States at least, the 
WSR-88D network makes possible more automated 
regional and national studies of thunderstorm distri-
butions through datasets that provide excellent reso-
lut ion and good, if not thorough, coverage (e.g., 
MacKeen and Zhang 2000). 
No matter the data on which they are based, virtu-
ally all climatographies reveal pronounced spatial vari-
ability in areas where thunderstorms occur. Not sur-
prisingly, the scale of the variabil i ty follows the 
resolution of the data. Spatial variability consistent 
enough to appear in extensive climatographies must 
be due to fixed, slowly varying, or regularly recurring 
influences on moist convection. For example, mechani-
cal lifting of conditionally unstable air by inclined 
ground (Hallenbeck 1922; Banta 1990) or by sea breezes 
(Frank et al. 1967; Pielke 1974) can concentrate moist 
convection. Conversely, moist convection may be in-
frequent over, and immediately downwind from, rela-
tively cool lakes (Wilson 1977; Segal et al. 1997), as well 
as beneath subsiding branches of solenoidal circula-
tions (Hindman 1973; Banta and Schaaf 1987). Soil 
moisture and vegetation also influence the location and 
timing of moist convection, but the complexity and 
nonlinearity of the processes involved make the pre-
cise results of those influences hard to predict (Pielke 
2001). Moreover, compared with many physiographic 
influences on moist convection, soil moisture and veg-
etation can change quickly as, for example, irrigation 
and crop maturity on farms vary through the growing 
season (Fowler and Helvey 1974; Stidd 1975; Moore 
and Roj staczer 2001). 
Unquestionably, topography and land cover influ-
ence distributions of thunderstorms. Is it also possible 
that meteorologists and other weather enthusiasts in-
fluence distributions by suppressing or deflecting thun-
derstorms? Such superstition seems akin to the belief 
that a community is protected from tornadoes by vir-
tue of a nearby hallowed burial site (e.g., Grazulis 2001; 
Sobczyk 2002). Yet meteorologists and other weather 
enthusiasts have insisted to us that they live in weather 
holes, sometimes with the zeal usually reserved for 
discussions of politics and sports. If such suspicions are 
correct, either meteorologists do influence weather or 
they have the astoundingly rotten luck of consistently 
establishing educational programs, research institu-
tions, and forecasting companies in cities where thun-
derstorms just happen to be relatively infrequent. Most 
likely, these superstitious meteorologists simply mis-
understand the statistical behavior of convection. 
Henceforth, weather hole, or simply hole, means a 
site that receives disproportionately fewer thunder-
storms than its surroundings receive; weather hot spot, 
or simply hot spot, means the converse. Objective defi-
nitions follow in the next section. 
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FIG. I . T a r g e t s i tes . T h r e e - l e t t e r i d e n t i f i e r s m a r k 2 8 l o c a t i o n s w i t h l a r g e 
m e t e o r o l o g i c a l c o m m u n i t i e s , c h o s e n f o r d e t a i l e d s t u d y . A b b r e v i a t i o n s 
a r e d e f i n e d in T a b l e I . D o t s m a r k 5 0 r a n d o m l y s e l e c t e d b a c k g r o u n d 
t a r g e t s . T a r g e t s w i t h g o o d r a d a r c o v e r a g e a r e m a r k e d in r e d ; t h e r e s t 
a r e m a r k e d in b l u e . 
D A T A A N D M E T H O D S . Radar. Because, judging 
from our experience, meteorologists first begin sus-
pecting that they live in weather holes while gazing with 
growing consternation at approaching and dissipating 
or deviating thunders to rms on 
plan-position indicator (PPI) radar 
displays, radar reflectivity seemed 
to be the most appropriate dataset 
for this research. 
O u r analyses i n c o r p o r a t e 
NOWrad™ national composites, 
or summaries, of WSR-88D re-
flectivity data for 6 years: 1996-
2000 and 2002. We omitted data 
from 2001 because they were miss-
ing for 1 January to 3 May. 
NOWrad™ composites are prod-
ucts of the Weather Systems Inter-
national (WSI) Corporation. To 
create the composites, raw data on 
a polar grid of 1° x 1 km from each 
radar are converted to a Cartesian 
grid with nominal temporal, spa-
tial, and reflectivity intervals of 15 
min, 2 km x 2 km, and 5 dBZ. Each 
pixel's value is the largest reflectiv-
ity measured in a 15-min interval 
by any radar in a column above a 
point, with the exception that re-
f lect ivi ty f r o m rada r s wi th in 
230 km of a point is given priority 
over reflectivity f rom radars be-
yond 230 km. Near the center of 
the raw polar grid, where over-
sampling occurs during conversion 
to the Cartesian grid, the largest 
reflectivity is used. When a cone of 
silence above a radar is not filled by 
reflectivity f r o m ano the r radar 
within 230 km, extended-range 
reflectivity from the nearest radars 
is used. Automated computer algo-
rithms at WSI filter bad data from 
individual WSR-88Ds and from the 
national composite before a radar 
meteorologist removes by hand 
most remaining artifacts, including 
anomolous propogat ion echoes. 
NOWrad™ data cover most of the 
conterminous United States. 
For the purposes of commen-
tary in this article, we henceforth call 
each echo that is > 40 dBZ a storm 
element (or, more briefly, a storm) and call each 15-min 
radar summary a time. Other researchers have used 
the same or similar thresholds to diagnose thunder-
storms and to discriminate between convective and 
TABLE 1. T w e n t y - e i g h t t a r g e t s s e l e c t e d f o r d e t a i l e d s t u d y b e c a u s e 
o f t h e i r p r o m i n e n t p o p u l a t i o n s o f m e t e o r o l o g i s t s a n d t h e i r r e g u l a r 
d i s t r i b u t i o n a c r o s s t h e c o n t e r m i n o u s U n i t e d S t a t e s . 
1D L o c a t i o n 1D L o c a t i o n 
ALB Albany, NY LNK Lincoln, NE 
ARB Ann Arbor, Ml MIA Miami, FL 
BOU Boulder, CO MSN Madison, W l 
CLL College Station, TX OFF Bellevue, NE 
CMI Urbana-Champaign, IL ONM Socorro, NM 
CVO Corvalis, OR OUN Norman, OK 
DCA Washington, DC RDU Raleigh-Durham, NC 
FCL Fort Collins, CO RNO Reno, NV 
GFK Grand Forks, ND SEA Seattle, W A 
GTF Great Falls, MT SFO San Francisco, CA 
HSV Huntsville, AL SLC Salt Lake City, UT 
IDA Idaho Falls, ID TLH Tallahassee, FL 
LAX Los Angeles, CA TUS Tucson, AZ 
LBB Lubbock, TX UNV State College, PA 
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s t ra t i form rain (e.g., Gamache and Houze 1982; 
Falconer 1984; Rickenbach and Rutledge 1998). Even 
so, the discrimination is imperfect because bright bands 
in regions of melting stratiform precipitation can pro-
duce reflectivities > 40 dBZ. However, the extent to 
which this caused us to overcount thunderstorms is de-
batable; for example, the commonly observed bright 
bands within stratiform regions of mesoscale connec-
tive systems (MCSs; Biggerstaff and Houze 1993) are 
often attended by lightning and thunder, which define 
a thunderstorm. Cold-season stratiform precipitation 
may also produce bright banding. However, we found 
that almost all of the echoes > 40 dBZ in our sample 
actually occurred during the warm season (March-
October), so this appears to have had little effect on 
our results. 
The appendix provides some additional commen-
tary on the limitations of the NOWrad™ dataset and 
their possible impacts upon our study. 
Targets. To test for weather holes and hot spots, we 
chose 28 target cities with notable meteorological 
communities (Fig. 1). Table 1 defines their abbrevia-
tions. The pairs of LNK-OFF and BOU-FCL were in-
cluded to examine spatial variability in storms where 
the authors reside. Reassuringly, despite some limita-
tions in the radar dataset, these sites revealed basic 
regional consistency in the statistics that we used. To 
create a background population of targets we used a 
random number generator to determine 50 latitude-
longitude pairs within the conterminous United States 
(dots in Fig. 1). The 50 random points were useful 
because it was not computationally feasible to com-
pute all of the statistics for every point within the ra-
dar network. 
Largely owing to terrain (Fig. 2), radar coverage was 
incomplete at some of the targets. Therefore, we iso-
lated from the 78 total targets a subset of targets with 
good radar coverage (comprising 55 targets of 16 me-
teorological cities and 39 random points, shown with 
red in Fig. 1). In making these selections, we subjec-
tively defined "good coverage" to mean that fields of 
the statistics we explain in the next subsection did not 
exhibit any excessive abnormalities due to blocking by 
terrain, miscalibration, or unusually sparse distribu-
tions of radars in the network. 
Statistics. Most of our analyses are based on statistics 
calculated f rom radar data over the conterminous 
United States and over several areas, centered on the 
middle of each target city. Many statistics were aver-
aged over a circle with a 100-km radius. We also con-
sidered three square arrays representing familiar geo-
political areas. A square that is 274 km x 274 km 
(75076 km2) approximates the size of a typical National 
Weather Service county warning area (CWA). A square 
that is 54 km x 54 km (2916 km2) approximates the size 
of a typical county in the United States. A square that 
is 14 km x 14 km (196 km2) approximates the size of a 
moderately large city. This last target array, the inner-
most of the three, is the smallest area for which statis-
tics were calculated. Points within the square arrays are 
identified by their locations relative to a target pixel, 
which has coordinates of x = 0, y - 0. 
Our statistics are calculated f rom several formu-
las. First, for the binary "storm" variable f , defined 
by 
1 dBZ >40 
/,„, = \ when , 
| 0 dBZ < 4 0 40 (1) 
we computed the following statistics at each point in 
the target array for the n times in the 6-yr sample as 
follows: 
1 " 
Prstorm fay) = - X f 4 0 ( x 9 y , t ) 9 ( 2 ) 
n /=i 
which is the probability, or frequency (Wilks 1995), that 
point (x, y) had a storm at a randomly selected time, 
and 
Prhi t|Storm { x , y , A t ) 
which is the normalized probability that, when a storm 
at point (x, y) occurred, a storm at the target also 
occurred At later, wherein At, the lag time, is taken 
in 15-min intervals between 0 and 120 min. Hereafter, 
P r h i t | s t o r m (x, y, At = 0) is designated Prcoexistence)storm (x, y) 
and represents the probability that storms simulta-
neously existed at some regional point and at the 
target. In order to summarize all of the information 
represented by the two-dimensional Prhit(storm field for 
all other lag times, we computed the overall prob-
ability that a storm at point (x, y) was followed by a 
storm at the target at any time during the subsequent 
2 h: 
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Pranyhi.|s«orm = 1 ~ { [ 1 ~P rhit |s.orm {x,y,At = 1 5 m i n ) ] 
x[l - PrWt|storm (x ,y, At = 30min)][ . . .][l -Prhit|slorm (x,y, At =120min)]}. 
Finally, we also analyzed the time-lagged reflectivity 
correlation between dBZ(x, y, t) and dBZ(0,0, t + At), 
wherein At was again taken in 15-min intervals be-
tween 15 and 120 min. Because the lagged correlations 
in dBZ essentially confirmed the results from our 
analyses of Prhit|storm, we mention them only briefly in 
this article. 
Statistical definitions of a weather hole and hot spot. W e 
consider a weather hole to satisfy two primary criteria: 
it must have had markedly fewer storms than did its 
surroundings, and it must have been disproportion-
ately missed by approaching storms. A hot spot satis-
fies the converse criteria. 
The first criterion—whether a target had markedly 
fewer or more storms than did its surroundings—is 
quantified by Prstorm. We computed Prstorm for each target 
and for each pixel in its surrounding county and CWA. 
We then computed the following fractional differences 
in each target's Prstorm: (city - CWA)/CWA and (county 
- CWA)/CWA. If a good target fell within the bottom 
quartile of the distribution of all 55 good targets for 
either fractional difference, it was deemed a potential 
weather hole. The converse defines a potential hot spot. 
(We use the qualifier potential because the complete 
definitions of a hole and hot spot are based on more 
than just a single criterion.) Figure 3 summarizes the 
distributions of targets' Prstorm and fractional differences 
thereof. 
The second criterion, whether a target was dis-
proportionately missed by 
approaching storms, is quan-
tified by Pranyhit|storm. We com-
puted an average Pranyhit,storm 
within a radius of 100 km at 
each of the 55 good targets. 
If a target's average value of 
Pfanyhitistorm fell within the bot-
tom or top quartile of the dis-
tribution for good targets, 
the target was considered a 
potential hole or hot spot, re-
spectively. Figure 4a summa-
rizes the distribution of tar-
gets Pranyhit|stornr 
Both criteria were neces-
sary because sites with low 
(or high) values of Prstorm FIG. 2. Elevation ( m ) 
were not necessarily holes (or hot spots). Many sites 
with very low Prstorm are simply located within regions 
where storms are unusually scarce compared to else-
where in the nation. These may be dull places for a me-
teorologist to live, but they are not "missed" by storms 
on the regional scale in any recurring way. 
Because our objective definitions of holes and hot 
spots are somewhat arbitrary, and because the behav-
ior of convection is apparently not well understood, 
we analyzed a few additional parameters based on the 
statistics above in order to paint a richer picture of the 
patterns of thunderstorms in the vicinity of the targets. 
The first parameter—an average of the maximum 
lagged correlations in dBZ (for any lag, At = 15 -
120 min) for each pixel within 100 km of a t a rge t -
measures how well preceding regional reflectivities 
were correlated with a target's reflectivity (summarized 
in Fig. 4b). This parameter was less susceptible to any 
possible local biases associated with radar calibration 
and coverage but was somewhat redundant with 
Pranyhit|storm. Therefore, we present it for completeness, 
but generally without comment. The second param-
eter is a fraction, wherein the number of storms arriv-
ing from within 60° of the most common upstream 
azimuth is divided by the total number of storms to hit 
a target (summarized in Fig. 4c). This parameter mea-
sures the directionality of storms' paths to a target; 
values range from 0.33 for isotropic storm arrivals to 
1.0 for unidirectional arrivals. The third and fourth pa-
o f t o p o g r a p h y in t h e c o n t e r m i n o u s U n i t e d S t a t e s . 
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FIG. 3 . B o x - a n d - w h i s k e r s p l o t s o f s t a t i s t i c a l p a r a m e t e r s f o r t h e g o o d 
t a r g e t s . T h e b o x e s b o u n d t h e m i d d l e t w o q u a r t i l e s o f t h e p o p u l a t i o n , 
w i t h t h e m e d i a n s h o w n as a d a r k l ine . T h e w h i s k e r s s p a n t h e t o p a n d 
b o t t o m q u a r t i l e s . ( a ) T h e t a r g e t c i ty 's a v e r a g e Pr s t o r m ; ( b ) t h e t a r g e t 
c i t y ' s f r a c t i o n a l d i f f e r e n c e in Pr s t o r m : ( c i t y — C W A ) / C W A ; a n d ( c ) t h e 
t a r g e t c o u n t y ' s f r a c t i o n a l d i f f e r e n c e in Pr s t o r m : ( c o u n t y — C W A ) / C W A . 
V a l u e s in ( a ) a r e m u l t i p l i e d b y 100 t o m a t c h t h e o r d i n a t e s o f ( b ) a n d ( c ) . 
A l l m e t e o r o l o g i c a l t a r g e t s t h a t fa l l o u t s i d e t h e m i d d l e t w o q u a r t i l e s a r e 
l a b e l e d . 
FIG. 4 . B o x - a n d - w h i s k e r s p l o t s o f s ta t i s t i ca l p a r a m e t e r s f o r t h e g o o d t a r -
g e t s . T h e m e a n i n g s o f t h e b o x e s a n d w h i s k e r s a r e as in F ig . 3 . ( a ) T h e 
a v e r a g e Pra n y h i t |s t o r m w i t h i n a r a d i u s o f 100 k m a t e a c h t a r g e t ; ( b ) t h e a v -
e r a g e o f t h e m a x i m u m l a g g e d c o r r e l a t i o n in d B Z f o r e a c h p i x e l w i t h i n 
100 k m o f a t a r g e t ; ( c ) t h e d i r e c t i o n a l i t y o f Pra n y h i t |s t o r m , a f r a c t i o n w h e r e i n 
t h e n u m b e r o f s t o r m s a r r i v i n g f r o m w i t h i n 6 0 ° o f t h e m o s t c o m m o n 
u p s t r e a m a z i m u t h is d i v i d e d b y t h e t o t a l n u m b e r o f s t o r m s t o h i t a t a r -
g e t ; a n d ( d ) t h e a s p e c t r a t i o ( m i n o r ax is d i v i d e d b y m a j o r a x i s ) o f t h e 
r e g i o n c i r c u m s c r i b e d b y t h e 0 .1 c o n t o u r in Prc 0 e x i s t e n c e |s t 0 r m . A l l m e t e o r o -
log ica l t a r g e t s t h a t fa l l o u t s i d e t h e m i d d l e t w o q u a r t i l e s a r e l a b e l e d . 
rameters are the aspect ratio (minor 
axis divided by major axis; Fig. 4d) and 
area of the region circumscribed by 
Prcoexistence|storm ^ 0.1 (summarized in 
Fig. 5a). These two parameters re-
spectively describe the relative circu-
larity and the size of regions of stormi-
ness at a target. Finally, the f i f th 
parameter is the area circumscribed 
by Pranyhit|storm > 0.50, which is the foot-
print of the region where storms were 
more likely than not to be followed 
by a s torm at a target wi thin 2 h 
(summarized in Fig. 5b). This area 
( P f a n y h i t i s t o r m ^ 0.50) was highly corre-
lated with the 100-km mean Pranyhit|storm 
(a correlation of 0.95), but is included 
to help orient the reader, though with-
out much additional comment. 
S T A T I S T I C A L R E S U L T S . 
National storm frequency. S torms, as we 
have defined them, were most fre-
quent in the eastern half of the coun-
try, par t icular ly in the Southeast 
(Fig. 6). This distribution is grossly 
similar to the distributions of daily 
thunders torm frequency found by 
Court and Griffiths (1981), and to the 
distribution of the mean annual den-
sity of l ightning flashes found by 
Orville and Huffines (2001). Mesos-
cale structures, including distinct 
maxima and minima, are clearly vis-
ible in Fig. 6. Of course, some of the 
structures are obviously artificial, such 
as the high reflectivities that sur-
rounded Wilmington, North Caro-
lina (at 34°N, 78°W), and the beam 
blocking by terrain in southern Ari-
zona and New Mexico. In the appen-
dix we comment further on such ar-
tifacts and their effect on studies such 
as this one. 
A typical target. Because it was a typi-
cal target and not a hole or a hot spot, 
LNK serves to demonstrate the diag-
nostic capabilities of our statistics. 
LNK was neither a local min imum 
nor a significant local maximum in 
Prstorm (Fig. 7a). LNK's average Pr s t o r m 
was 0.332 x 10~2, which was 5.4% 
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higher than that of its surrounding CWA. Both values 
placed LNK firmly in the middle of the distribution of 
good targets (Fig. 3). 
The predominant gradient in Prstorm from northwest 
to southeast (Fig. 7a) indicates that thunderstorms were 
slightly more common in the southeastern part of 
LNK's CWA than in its northwestern part. During the 
six years studied, storms within 100 km to the west-
northwest, west, and west-southwest of LNK were fol-
lowed within 2 h by a storm at LNK at least 60% of the 
time (Fig. 7b), which puts LNK just 
barely into the top quartile in terms 
of Pranyhit|storm (Fig. 4a). However, re-
gional reflectivity was not particularly 
well (nor poorly) correlated with 
subsequent reflectivity at LNK (Fig. 4b; 
LNK's value was 0.55). 
Judging f rom the LNK CWA's 
Pranyhit|storm (shading in Fig. 7b), thun-
derstorms arrived at LNK most fre-
quent ly f r o m the west and west-
southwest, and very rarely from the 
southeast, although storm direction-
ality at LNK was not extreme (Fig. 4c; 
LNK's value was 0.42). The aspect 
ratio of storms (Fig 4d; LNK's value 
was 0.71) and the orientation of the 
major axis in Prcoexistence|storm (contours 
in Fig. 7b) suggest the recurrence of 
f ron t a l convect ive b a n d s a n d / o r 
MCSs, which most frequently are ori-
ented southwest-northeast. 
target cities were fairly similar to their surroundings, as 
can be seen from the fairly narrow distributions of frac-
tional differences, grouped around 0 in Figs. 3b,c. 
Plots of average Pranyhit|storm for all 78 targets (Fig. 8a), 
and for the good targets only (Fig. 8b), reveal similar 
structures (with similar interpretations) to those ob-
served at LNK. As targets with poor radar coverage 
were eliminated from the study, values of Pranyhit)storm 
increased slightly (Fig. 8). The typical good target had a 
100-km mean P r anyhit|storm of 0.46 (Fig. 4a), meaning that 
Population-wide behavior. 
Among all 78 targets, each 
year the average site experi-
enced a s to rm d u r i n g 81 
(0.23%) of the 15-min periods 
we analyzed, amount ing to 
about 20 h of annual stormi-
ness. The median good target 
exper ienced abou t 24 h 
(0.27%) ofstorminess (Fig. 3a). 
The average for all pixels in 
the entire U.S. radar network 
(Fig. 6) was between these two 
sample averages (0.26%, or 
about 23 h of storminess). We 
have not provided plots of the 
spatial distribution of average 
Prs torm for the subsample 
populations because they are 
nearly homogeneous. Most 
FIG. 5 . B o x - a n d - w h i s k e r s p l o t s o f s ta t i s t i ca l p a r a m e t e r s f o r t h e g o o d t a r -
g e t s . T h e m e a n i n g s o f t h e b o x e s a n d w h i s k e r s a r e as in F ig . 3 . ( a ) T h e 
a r e a o f t h e r e g i o n in w h i c h Pra n y h i t |s t o r m > 0 . 5 0 a n d ( b ) t h e a r e a o f t h e 
r e g i o n in w h i c h Prcoex is tence |storm > 0 . 1 0 . V a l u e s in ( a ) a r e d i v i d e d b y 10 t o 
m a t c h t h e o r d i n a t e o f ( b ) . A l l m e t e o r o l o g i c a l t a r g e t s t h a t fa l l o u t s i d e 
t h e m i d d l e t w o q u a r t i l e s a r e l a b e l e d . 
FIG. 6 . S t o r m f r e q u e n c y , P r s t o r m , o v e r t h e c o n t e r m i n o u s U n i t e d S t a t e s . V a l u e s 
h a v e b e e n m u l t i p l i e d b y 100 ( a n d t h e r e f o r e a r e e q u i v a l e n t t o p e r c e n t a g e s ) . T h e 
m e a n v a l u e f o r a l l p o i n t s w i t h i n t h e r a d a r n e t w o r k is 0 . 2 5 8 * 10~2. 
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FIG. 7 . P l a n v i e w s o f ( a ) P r s t o r m ( p l o t t e d v a l u e s h a v e b e e n m u l t i p l i e d b y 1 0 0 a n d t h e r e f o r e a r e e q u i v a l e n t t o p e r c e n t a g e s 
a n d ( b ) Pranyhit{storm ( s h a d e d ) a n d Prcoexistencelstorm ( t h i n c o n t o u r s ) f o r L N K d u r i n g t h e 6 y r s t u d i e d . L N K is in t h e c e n t e r o f 
e a c h d i a g r a m ( x = 0 , y = 0 ) . D a r k c o n t o u r s a r e s t a t e b o u n d a r i e s . I n ( a ) t h e s m a l l e s t b o x o u t l i n e s L N K ' s " c i t y , " a n d t h e 
l a r g e r b o x o u t l i n e s L N K ' s " c o u n t y . " T h e fu l l p l o t s e n c o m p a s s L N K ' s " C W A . " T h e s t a t i s t i c a l c o m p u t a t i o n s a r e e x -
p l a i n e d in t h e t e x t . T h e m e a n a r e a l v a l u e s o f P r s t o r m w e r e as f o l l o w s : c i t y , 0 . 3 3 2 X 10~2; c o u n t y , 0 . 3 18 x 10"2; a n d C W A , 
0 . 3 1 5 x 10~2. T h e 1 0 0 - k m a v e r a g e Pronyhit|storm v a l u e w a s 0 . 5 4 . 
FIG. 8 . S a m e as in F i g . 7 b , e x c e p t f o r ( a ) a l l 7 8 t a r g e t s a n d ( b ) t h e 5 5 g o o d t a r g e t s . N o t e t h a t t h e s h a d i n g s c a l e s d i f f e r 
f r o m t h o s e in F i g . 7 b . T h e 1 0 0 - k m a v e r a g e Pr a n y h i t | s t o r m w a s ( a ) 0 . 3 8 f o r a l l t a r g e t s a n d ( b ) 0 . 4 5 f o r g o o d t a r g e t s . 
when storms were within 100 km of some point, a 
storm followed within 2 h at that point slightly less than 
half of the time. Alternately, for the typical good tar-
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get, regional storms were more likely than not to hit 
the target when within a 11,792 km2 area nearby and 
upstream (Fig. 5a). 
Values both for lagged correlation in dBZ and for 
the "directionality" of Pr. anyhit|storm had narrow distribu-
tions (Figs. 4b,c), suggesting that most targets' precipi-
tation followed regional precipitation in a fairly stan-
dard way and that in most places, storms arrived from 
the most climatically favored 120° sector roughly 45% 
of the time. However, there is great variety in storm 
aspect ratios among the good targets (Fig. 4d). The 
footprints of storms, or of groups of storms, were typi-
cally somewhat elongated, presumably because syn-
optic fronts and linear convective systems often shaped 
the distribution of storms in much of the United States. 
However, there are several targets whose local stormi-
ness appears to have been quasi circular (Fig. 4d). 
Notably, the storm aspect ratio was very poorly corre-
lated with all of the other statistics that we computed. 
Therefore, even though aspect ratio provides useful 
information about typical convective behavior in a re-
gion, it does not appear to have greatly influenced ei-
ther Prstorm or Pranyhit|storm for the targets in this study. 
Interestingly, however, the directionality of Pranyhit|storm 
was moderately negatively correlated with the 100-km 
mean Pranyhit|storm (a correlation of -0.63). In other 
words, targets may appear to have been weather holes 
if most of their storms arrived from one preferred di-
rection, because those targets were often missed by 
storms that did not approach from the climatically up-
stream direction. 
The median storm area parameter (Prcoexistence|storm 
> 0.1) is 1947 km2 (Fig. 5b). This value is not meant to 
be taken as a literal storm size since it is an amalgam of 
large and small, linear, and circular storm elements 
over a long period of time. However, it is useful as a 
means of comparing targets: smaller values represent 
the existence of comparatively fewer large convective 
systems in a target's vicinity. This parameter, in turn, 
was s t rongly cor re la ted wi th the 100-km m e a n 
(a correlation of 0.87) and with the area of Pr 
Pr 
anyhit|storm 
anyhit|storm 
A weather hole. The lone weather hole among the 28 
meteorological targets was GFK (Fig. 9). In GFK's 
CWA, the regional Prstorm decreased from south to north 
(Fig. 9a). Although it may not be obvious at first glance 
that GFK's local Prstorm was significantly lower than that 
of the surrounding CWA, Fig. 9a does reveal that GFK 
resides within a corridor where Prstorm was low com-
> 0.5 (a correlation of 0.92). In other words, 
regions with fewer large convective systems were more 
often missed by regional storms (see, e.g., TLH, MSN, 
OUN, OFF, and UNV in Fig. 5). 
Taken together, the parameters in Figs. 4 and 5 are 
quite useful for characterizing the regional behavior of 
storms. For example, MIA, although neither a hole nor 
a hot spot, was characterized by comparatively small (Fig. 
5b), circular (Fig. 4d) storms, which arrived from all di-
rections (Fig. 4c), rendering a very low lagged correlation 
in dBZ (Fig. 4b). Nevertheless, MIA's city mean Prstorm 
was the highest in the study (Fig. 3). The picture is that of 
frequent and seemingly disorganized small thunder-
storms. 
FIG. 9 . S a m e as in F i g . 7 , e x c e p t f o r G F K . N o t e t h a t t h e 
s h a d i n g s c a l e s d i f f e r f r o m t h o s e in F i g . 7 . T h e m e a n a r e a l 
v a l u e s o f P r s t o r m w e r e a s f o l l o w s : c i t y , 0 . 1 I I x 10~2; c o u n t y , 
0 . 1 2 0 x lO" 2 ; a n d C W A , 0 . 1 3 5 x | 0 " 2 . T h e 1 0 0 - k m a v e r -
a g e P r . anyhit|storm v a l u e w a s 0 . 3 3 . 
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pared to points farther east and west. The actual value 
of GFK's Prstorm was 0.111 x 10~2, making it 18.4% lower 
than that of the surrounding CWA and placing it in 
the bottom quartile (Fig. 3). On average, each year GFK 
experienced less than 10 h of storminess. The stron-
gest east-west gradient in Prstorm was approximately 
50-60 km west of GFK, and this corresponds to the 
western wall of the Red River Valley of the North and 
the former bed of Glacial Lake Agassiz, in which Grand 
Forks is centered (Fig. 10). Because the gradients in 
elevation and in Prstorm correspond so well, we infer that 
the Red River Valley is comparatively inhospitable to 
thunderstorms, perhaps because of local solenoidal cir-
culations induced by the terrain. Notably, the gradient 
in Prstorm west of GFK (Fig. 9a) also roughly coincides 
with the eastern edge of the Minot, North Dakota, 
WSR-88D radar range. We comment on this sort of 
signal further in the appendix. However, the gradient 
to the east of GFK does not correspond to any such 
change in radar coverage, hence, the GFK signal ap-
pears to be at least partly physical. 
Also defining GFK as a hole were its relatively low 
values of Pranyhit|storm (Fig. 9b). A comparison of GFK's 
Pranyhit|storm to LNK's (Fig. 7b) and to those of the good 
population (Fig. 8b) illustrates that although thunder-
storms only a few tens of kilometers west of GFK were 
followed by storms at the target at typical rates, storms 
rarely hit GFK from any other direction. This large 
directionality in Pranyhit)storm (Fig. 4c) led to the small azi-
FIG. 10. E l e v a t i o n ( m ) o f t o p o g r a p h y n e a r G F K ( m a r k e d 
b y w h i t e c r o s s ) . 
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muthally averaged values for Pranyhit|storm at GFK (Fig. 4a) 
and to its qualification as a hole. 
Reasons for the isolated, secondary maximum in 
P r a n y h i t i s t o r m a t x = - 3 0 k m , y = 1 2 0 k m ( F i g . 9 b ) a r e u n -
clear. Storms were so scarce there (Fig. 9a) that the sig-
nal in Pranyhit|storm may be attributable to only a few oc-
casions on which storms in the secondary maximum 
occurred serendipitously within 2 h of storms at GFK, 
without traversing the intervening 100 km. This is con-
sistent with the notion that storminess was compara-
tively isolated in the GFK region (storms appeared to 
have been quite circular at GFK; Fig. 4d) and covered 
an area somewhat smaller than average (GFK's storm 
area statistic was 953 km2; cf. Fig. 5b). This implies a 
smaller proportion of storminess due to fronts and lin-
ear convective systems. When episodes of organized 
precipitation are rare in a region, it is not surprising 
that the region's storm statistics compare unfavorably 
with those from most other sites. 
A weather hot spot. The lone hot spot among the 28 
meteorologic targets was TLH (Fig. 11). In TLH's 
CWA, values of Prstorm decreased southward and were 
largest roughly 20 km inland from the coast. TLH lies 
on the northern fringe of these maxima, which were 
almost certainly caused by recurring diurnal convec-
tion associated with the sea-breeze front (e.g., Byers 
and Rodebush 1948; Frank et al. 1967). The Prstorm de-
creased farther inland, especially to the northeast. As 
a result, it is evident from Fig. 11a that TLH's county 
(and city) mean Prstorm was relatively high compared 
to values in many other parts of the CWA. The actual 
value for TLH's county was 0.709 x 10~2, making it 8.4% 
higher than that of the surrounding CWA and placing 
it in the top quartile (Fig. 3). For this reason, TLH 
qualified as a potential weather hot spot. TLH's county 
had the highest mean value for Prstorm of any target's 
county in this study, including the random targets. 
Every year, TLH experienced roughly 62 h of stormi-
ness. The maxima in Prstorm south and southeast of 
TLH illustrate an important point (Fig. 11a). Hot spots 
need not have been the single most frequent sites of 
thunderstorms in their CWA areas. Although TLH 
was a hot spot, other locations in its CWA were even 
stormier. 
TLH's regional plot of Pranyhit,storm (Fig. 1 lb) is in many 
ways similar to that for the typical site, LNK (Fig. 7b). 
The major axes of maxima in Pranyhit|storm were oriented 
southwest to northeast, for example. The important 
d i f f e r ence is tha t , a r o u n d TLH, h igh values of 
Pranyhit|storm covered a much larger azimuthal range. This 
is apparently because storms, or groups of storms, over 
TLH had comparatively large footprints (Fig. 5b), and 
FIG. I I . S a m e as in F ig . 7 , e x c e p t f o r T L H . N o t e t h a t t h e s h a d i n g scales d i f f e r f r o m t h o s e in F ig . 7 . T h e m e a n a r e a l 
v a l u e s o f Pr s t o r m w e r e as f o l l o w s : c i t y , 0 . 6 9 2 x 10"2; c o u n t y , 0 . 7 0 9 x 10"2; a n d C W A , 0 . 6 5 4 x 10~2. T h e 1 0 0 - k m a v e r a g e 
Pranyhitistorm v a l u e w a s 0 . 6 0 . 
yet had very small directionality in Pranyhit|storm (Fig. 4c). 
In other words, consistent with the persistent sea breeze 
front, and the generally widespread thunderstorms that 
typify summer weather in Florida (e.g., Byers and 
Rodebush 1948), large groups of storms arrived at TLH 
from almost all directions. As a result of this, TLH's 
100-km average Pranyhit|storm was in the upper quartile 
of good targets (Fig. 4a), which helps establish TLH as 
a hot spot. The area over which Pranyhit|storm > 0.5 for 
TLH was third largest among the 55 good points and 
over twice the median value (Fig. 5a). Although TLH 
and MIA both had very high Prstorm values and might 
be expected to be similar, TLH may have been more 
like a hot spot because it was more heavily influenced 
by cool-season midlatitude fronts (being roughly 5° far-
ther north). This would explain its more elongated, 
larger footprint of storminess (cf. Figs. 4d and 5b), and 
hence its greater regional Pranyhit|storm and lagged corre-
lation in dBZ. 
Our assessment of TLH as a hot spot for convec-
tive weather is interesting given the claim by Lericos et 
al. (2002, p. 21) that "meteorologists.. . have often ob-
served the apparent demise of nonsupercell squall lines 
as they approach the Tallahassee area." Because our 
methods did not separate convective modes, it is pos-
sible that if only squall lines were considered, TLH was 
a weather hole. It is also possible that, although TLH 
was a hot spot according to our criteria, meteorolo-
gists' attention is often drawn to the coast southeast 
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and southwest of TLH, where thunderstorms are even 
more frequent (Fig. 11a). 
Interannual variability. Not only did distributions of thun-
derstorms vary spatially among targets, the distribu-
tions also varied temporally among years. The varia-
tions were no doubt partly a response to changes in 
regimes of the synoptic and planetary flows that shape 
the frequency and organization of convection. The 
interannual variability in the data is one measure of 
the robustness of our results. 
LNK's two most outlying years (1996 and 2000) 
serve as useful examples. Although a typical site over-
all, LNK was a hot spot in 1996 according to our crite-
ria for the 6-yr dataset. (The criteria would have been 
different for individual years.) LNK's Prstorm was higher 
than that of areas to its southwest, west, northwest, 
north, and northeast (Fig. 12a), and the city was hit by 
a fairly high proportion of upstream storms (cf. Figs. 7b 
and 12b), especially from the west and southwest. In 
2000, LNK was very nearly a hole according to our cri-
teria for the 6-yr dataset. The city's Prstorm was lower 
than in much of its CWA (e.g., the quasi-annular ring 
of elevated Prstorm at a radius of approximately 100 km 
in Fig. 13a), and LNK had quite low upstream values 
of Pranyhit|storm in nearly all directions (cf. Figs. 7b and 
13b). In three of the four other years, LNK was neither 
a hot spot nor a hole and had statistics more similar to 
the means listed in Fig. 7. In 2002, LNK was a hot spot. 
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FIG. 12. S a m e as in F ig . 7 , e x c e p t o n l y i n c l u d i n g d a t a f r o m 1 9 9 6 , t h e y e a r in w h i c h L N K w a s m o s t l i k e a t h u n d e r s t o r m h o t 
s p o t . T h e m e a n a r e a l v a l u e s o f P r s t o r m w e r e as f o l l o w s : c i t y , 0 . 4 3 5 x I0" 2 ; c o u n t y , 0 . 4 1 I x |0" 2 ; C W A , 0 . 3 9 5 x |0" 2 . T h e 
1 0 0 - k m a v e r a g e Pra n y h i t |s t o r m v a l u e w a s 0 . 5 5 . 
FIG. 13. S a m e as in F i g . 7 , e x c e p t o n l y i n c l u d i n g d a t a f r o m 2 0 0 0 , t h e y e a r in w h i c h L N K w a s m o s t l i k e a t h u n d e r s t o r m 
h o l e . T h e m e a n a r e a l v a l u e s o f P r s t o r m w e r e as f o l l o w s : c i t y , 0 . 2 2 5 x | O 2; c o u n t y , 0 . 2 4 0 x 10~2; a n d C W A , 0 . 2 6 4 x 10" 2 . 
T h e 1 0 0 - k m a v e r a g e Pr a n y h i t j s t o r m v a l u e w a s 0 . 3 8 . 
GFK, a hole overall, had lower values of Prstorm than 
that of its surrounding CWA in five of the six years 
and would have qualified as a hole (including the 
Pranyhit|storm criterion) in four of the six years. GFK was 
never a hot spot. TLH, a hot spot overall, had higher 
values for Prstorm than that of its surrounding CWA in 
five of the six years, would have qualified as a strong 
hot spot in one of the six years, and very nearly 
qualified in three additional years. TLH was never a 
hole. 
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In short, the regional distribution and behavior of 
thunderstorms at the targets varied from year to year, 
such that many were hot spots or holes at certain times. 
However, for the 6 yr we studied, extreme periods 
evened out for most such targets. Only for those that 
qualified as holes and hot spots, GFK and TLH, did 
extreme distributions of thunderstorms tend to per-
sist from year to year. Admittedly, a 6-yr dataset is rela-
tively short for a thunderstorm climatography, as most 
targets' interannual variability suggests, and our results 
should be regarded in this context. 
So, do meteorologists suppress thunderstorms? If meteo-
rologists suppress thunders to rms , weather holes 
would have been more common among the good 
meteorologic targets than among the good random 
targets. They were not. Given our method, at most it 
would have been possible to find 13 holes and 13 hot 
spots among the 55 good targets. An even distribution 
would then have yielded 3.8 holes and 3.8 hot spots 
among the meteorological targets, and 9.2 holes and 
9.2 hot spots among the random targets. Instead, we 
found just one meteorological hole and one meteoro-
logic hot spot, along with eight random holes and four 
random hot spots. In other words, holes and hot spots 
were less common than might be expected, and were 
decidedly uncommon among meteorological commu-
nities. Many of the meteorological targets exhibited 
some hole- or hot spot-like qualities, but overall they 
fell fairly close to the typical values for all of the points 
that we tested. 
S U M M A R Y A N D I N T E R P R E T A T I O N . Driven 
by curiosity and skepticism, we tested the frequent as-
sertion that meteorologists and weather enthusiasts 
live in weather holes—that is, places that receive less 
exciting weather than do their surroundings. We look 
upon this widespread superstition as an opportunity 
to take a small step toward improved understanding 
of the statistical behavior of moist convection. 
Our analyses incorporated NOWrad™ national 
composites, or summaries, of WSR-88D reflectivity 
data for 6 yr: 1996-2000 and 2002. We selected 28 tar-
get cities, based on their prominent meteorological 
communities, and 50 random targets. We then defined 
a storm element (or, more briefly, a storm) as an echo 
of > 40 dBZ and calculated various statistics, f rom 
which we defined two criteria for a weather hole. A 
hole must have had markedly fewer storms than its 
surroundings during the six years we studied, and it 
must have been disproport ionately missed by ap-
proaching storms. The converse criteria defined a hot 
spot. 
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According to our data and methods, a meteor-
ologist's hometown is no more likely to be a weather 
hole or hot spot than is any random place around the 
conterminous United States. During the entire 6 yr 
per iod, the lone weather hole was Grand Forks, 
North Dakota, and the lone hot spot was Tallahassee, 
Florida. During any single year, many of the targets 
were holes or hot spots according to at least one crite-
rion but such short-term behavior does not justify 
meteorologists' enduring superstitions that the most 
exciting weather consistently misses them. Over time, 
very few sites were repeatedly, anomalously missed 
or hit by storms. 
This study is by no means definitive. It is impos-
sible to choose objective definitions of a hole or hot 
spot that are not also somewhat arbitrary. Other 
equally reasonable definitions might yield slightly dif-
ferent results. For example, a reviewer jokingly la-
mented being "missed by the 'best' s torms 'on all 
sides'" and pointed out that some location might be 
hit by a storm (echo > 40 dBZ) but still be missed by 
even stronger echoes that were upstream or nearby. 
The time-lagged correlation in dBZ actually does ad-
dress this and similar situations, and it is highly corre-
lated to the Pranyhit|storm statistic (a correlation of 0.78). 
So, the 40-dBZ threshold appears to be a solid refer-
ence point for the present discussion, even though there 
remain other methods for constructing climatographies 
that may yield additional insight into the statistical be-
havior of convective storms. 
This study is also not completely categorical because 
the WSR-88D network, although a boon to research-
ers and forecasters, is still an imperfect tool for diag-
nosing storms (see the appendix). The network is too 
sparse, especially in the western United States, and 
terrain can perpetually hide storms in certain regions, 
even when a radar is nearby. Small amounts of ground 
clutter seem to elude quality controls, and poor cali-
bration and the range dependence of reflectivity can 
introduce into climatographies persistent features that 
are extremely difficult to eradicate. In some sense, 
though, these imperfections are unimportant for our 
specific application, because the fairest evaluation of 
superstitions about weather holes and hot spots is a 
test of the very dataset that seems to inspire such su-
perstitions: radar reflectivity. Most of the persistent 
holes or hot spots in reflectivity that meteorologists 
believe to plague their hometowns, whether physical 
or artificial, simply did not appear in our analyses. 
In part, the commonly held belief in weather holes 
seems to stem from a generally poor understanding 
of the stat ist ical behav ior of mois t convec t ion . 
Significantly, beyond its usefulness in addressing thun-
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derstorm holes and hot spots, a large radar reflectivity 
dataset allowed us to characterize the typical sizes, 
shapes, or ienta t ions , and t empora l behaviors of 
storms, or groups of storms, in various parts of the 
country. To the extent that our limited study is repre-
sentative of long-term storminess in the conterminous 
United States as a whole, our results suggest that typi-
cal storms are likely to be somewhat elongated, em-
phasizing the major role played by fronts and linear 
convective systems; are likely to approach a location 
from climatically favored directions less than half of 
the time; and, when within 100 km, are likely to actu-
ally strike a given location less than half of the time. 
Departures from these median statistics then may help 
explain unique storm behaviors in certain regions, such 
as the Red River Valley of the North (GFK) or south-
ern Florida (MIA). 
The data and methods we used together are one 
step toward understanding anecdotal claims about 
weather holes and hot spots. More generally, and much 
more importantly, such data and methods may also 
prove to be very powerful tools for forecasting thun-
derstorms and for quantifying the risks that thunder-
storms pose to society. For many decades, research-
ers have proposed and sometimes demonstrated that 
climatic statistics can be a valuable tool for meteoro-
logical and hydrological forecasting (e.g., Kincer 1916; 
Reap and Foster 1979; Balling 1985; Matthews and 
Geerts 1995; Krzysztofowicz and Sigrest 1997). An ex-
ample of a successful application of this sort is Model 
Output Statistics (MOS), in which statistics from ob-
servations and from deterministic NWP models are 
combined. In decades past, efforts to apply radar-
derived statistics to forecasts of thunderstorms were 
sometimes problematic. For example, there were signs 
that poor calibration and variations among operators 
produced systematic biases in reflectivity from one ra-
dar to another (Weiss et al. 1980), and no automated, 
national system existed for collecting and processing 
the data. The WSR-88D network is a great improve-
ment over earlier radars, notwithstanding imperfec-
tions such as those ment ioned above (and in the 
appendix). 
As computational resources permit, it should prove 
useful to perform these and other statistical analyses 
for every point in the WSR-88D domain, in order to 
assess possible links between storms and local- to 
regional-scale terrain and land cover features. Every 
day, WSR-88D databases get larger. As they do, the 
statistical significance of the patterns in even small sub-
sets of the data also gets larger. In the future, it should 
be possible to construct probabilistic, shor t - te rm 
forecasts of thunderstorm evolution and motion by 
using previous storms as analogues. In addition, a suf-
ficiently large database should allow us to stratify sta-
tistical forecasts by factors such as time of year, time 
of day, climatic index, synoptic wind pattern, and soil 
moisture. 
Currently, forecasters can use a few minutes of real-
time radar data to track thunderstorms and predict their 
locations. Perhaps before long, forecasters might use 
decades of historical radar data not only to track ex-
tant cells, but also to predict changes in those cells' 
strengths and motions as well as to predict where new 
cells will develop. Indeed, an informal feasibility study 
into precisely this capability is now underway at the Na-
tional Center for Atmospheric Research. We will fol-
low their progress with great anticipation. 
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A P P E N D I X : I M P E R F E C T I O N S I N R A D A R 
D A T A . Coverage and range dependence. Although the 
WSR-88D network provides unprecedented radar cov-
erage of the conterminous United States, the cover-
age is still incomplete, especially in the western third 
of the nation, where it is impossible to construct reli-
able thunderstorm climatographies on any scale except 
the local (Fig. Al) . The incompleteness of the radar 
network is reflected in some of the statistics we calcu-
lated, particularly in Prstorm (Fig. 6). The fewer radars 
that scan over a target, the less likely such coarse sam-
pling will observe small pockets of high reflectivity. It 
may not simply be coincidental that the lone weather 
hole in our dataset, GFK, is covered by only one ra-
dar, and the lone hot spot, TLH, is covered by many 
(Fig. Al). 
This problem is compounded if the radars are far from 
a target because a radar's sensitivity is a function of dis-
tance to a target. Reflectivity depends on range partly 
because a tilted radar beam's altitude depends on range. 
Thus, certain angles of tilt intersect the melting level and 
hence produce bright bands at certain ranges (Baeck and 
Smith 1998), and may also over- or undershoot storms' 
regions of maximum reflectivity. Reflectivity also depends 
on range because radar sample volumes are larger at 
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greater distances from a ra-
dar, thereby failing to resolve 
small reflectivity maxima. It 
is more likely that a reflec-
tivity threshold will be ex-
ceeded near a radar, where 
there are many small vol-
umes, than far from a radar, 
where there are but a few 
large volumes. Al though 
these problems of coverage 
and range were unavoidable, 
our 40-dBZ storm threshold 
was seemingly less suscep-
tible to them than were lower 
reflectivity thresholds (cf. 
Figs. Al and A2). 
Ground clutter and blocking by 
terrain. In the domains used 
for analysis, there are sev-
eral pixels whose anomalous 
values revealed the presence 
of persistent clutter (e.g., by 
a telecommunications an-
tenna near a radar), even though WSI's quality control 
of the NO Wrad™ data includes automatic, then manual, 
removal of most ground clutter. Excluding these pix-
els had very little effect on the statistics, which were 
averaged over areas much larger than one pixel. 
Beam blocking by complex terrain was much more 
problematic. Statistics for TUS are an exemplary case 
(Fig. A3). The primary regional radar for the TUS area 
is on high ground roughly 40 km southeast of the tar-
get (Fig. A4). The radar beam is relatively unimpeded 
in its observations directly over TUS, the Santa Catalina 
Mountains to the north-northeast of TUS, and high 
terrain farther to the north and northwest (Fig. A3). 
However, the beam is mostly blocked by the Santa Rita 
Mountains to the radar's southwest, the Rincon Moun-
tains to its northeast, and the Whetstone and Dragoon 
Mountains to its east and southeast (cf. Figs. A3 and 
A4). 
This beam blocking presented us with several obvi-
ous difficulties. For example, it is unclear whether re-
gions of very high Prstorm (e.g., at x = 15 km,y = 30 km 
in Fig. A3) corresponded to virtually stationary oro-
graphic thunderstorms or to ground returns from ter-
rain, although the high gradients around the local 
minima in Pranyhit|storm at the same places suggest the lat-
ter (Fig. A3). Second, owing to beam blockage, there is 
no information in the lee of the nearby ranges (as dis-
cussed above), so that comparing TUS's Prstorm with that 
FIG. A l . C o v e r a g e o f W S R - 8 8 D r a d a r b e a m s a t 5 k m ( A G L ) o v e r t h e c o n t e r m i -
n o u s U n i t e d S t a t e s , f o l l o w i n g t h e m e t h o d o f M a d d o x e t al . ( 2 0 0 2 ) . F i g u r e k ind ly 
p r o v i d e d by J.J. G o u r l e y , N a t i o n a l S e v e r e S t o r m s L a b o r a t o r y , N o r m a n , O k l a h o m a . 
of its CWA has very little meaning. Third, owing to the 
paucity of thunderstorm echoes, Pr. anyhit|storm thei 
dar voids was excessively noisy and unreliable, espe-
cially in the southwestern part of the Tucson CWA 
(Fig. A3). For these reasons, although we gained some 
limited insight into the regional behavior of thunder-
storms at targets with poor radar coverage, we ex-
cluded them from our core analyses. 
Calibration. A WSR-88D that is not well-calibrated can 
over- or undermeasure reflectivity compared to other 
nearby radars in the network. Figure 6 illustrates the 
effect poor calibration can have on Pr . The circle of r storm 
high values centered on Wilmington in southern North 
Carolina is an obvious signature of an overcalibrated, 
or "hot , " radar . Cer ta in con f igu ra t i ons of cold 
(undercalibrated) and hot radars may have artificially 
produced the sorts of gradients, maxima, and minima 
in Pr t that we used in our first criterion for defining storm o 
weather holes and hot spots. Hot and cold radars may 
also have masked real holes and hot spots. However, 
as with coverage and range, this problem seemed to 
be mitigated somewhat by our choice of the 40-dBZ 
storm threshold (Fig. A2). Nevertheless, concern over 
these effects is partly what motivated us to adopt the 
second criterion for holes and hot spots, that based on 
Pr ,.. , which is less sensit ive to poor radar a n y h i t | s t o r m A 
calibration. 
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FIG. A 2 . F r e q u e n c y o f e c h o e s e x c e e d i n g ( a ) 10 , ( b ) 2 0 , ( c ) 3 0 , a n d ( d ) 4 0 d B Z f o r t h e c e n t r a l U n i t e d S t a t e s . V a l u e s h a v e 
b e e n m u l t i p l i e d b y 1 0 0 ( a n d t h e r e f o r e a r e e q u i v a l e n t t o p e r c e n t a g e s ) a n d a r e s c a l e d as s h o w n in e a c h c o l o r b a r . 
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